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From Girlie Pulps to Trout Stamps – Part One
Today we will start to look at the career of Worth B. Carnahan. Worth was an artist, illustrator, magazine editor
and publisher. He participated in the origins of two pop culture mainstays, girlie pulps and comic books, whose
images today invoke two very different connotations.
We shall see how the development of both industries was directly linked and, in so doing, reveal the
remarkable background of an artist who would later design some of the most popular stamps in the fish and
game hobby.

Early Life and Career
Worth Blanchard Carnahan was born in Downers Grove, Illinois on January 31, 1896. He was the first child of
John Worth Carnahan and the former Mabel Newton Blanchard. John and Mabel were married in 1895 and
then moved to Washington, D.C. However, Mabel chose to give birth to her son at her parents house, in
Illinois.
Some time after the birth, Mabel and young Worth moved back to live with John in Washington. Along with
three siblings, Mayda (1899), Mayworth (1905) and Audra Belle (1912), the family made their home at
336 C Street North West. John Carnahan was a businessman who was involved in many diverse companies,
primarily in and around Washington.
While growing up in Washington, Worth was an avid stamp collector and frequently visited the Bureau of
Engraving and Printing to observe the production process. He was interested in art from an early age, liked to
draw and envisioned a career as a commercial artist, a technical draftsman or an engraver.
Deeper down, below these practical aspirations, Worth yearned to design stamps and would revisit this desire
many times throughout his life.
After graduating from high school in 1914, his first job was as a designer for one of his father’s companies,
the Wishbone Auto Steel Wheel Company in Baltimore, Maryland. Worth quickly rose through the ranks of the
company to become a department manager. However, on November 30, 1918 (just 19 days after armistice with
Germany), he was drafted into the army and sent to France.
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Draft records noted Worth was “tall and slender with gray eyes and light brown hair” (see Figure 1). He was
honorably discharged on July 19, 1919. Worth then went to Santo Domingo in the Dominican Republic, to work
as a draftsman for another of his father’s companies, the American West Indian Company.

FIGURE 1. WORTH B. CARNAHAN, CIRCA 1918.
PHOTO COURTESY OF THE CARNAHAN FAMILY.

After only six months, Worth returned to live with his family in Washington, D.C. where he worked as a
commercial illustrator. He soon moved to New York where he worked as a freelance commercial artist during
the day and a piano player in a bar at night.
It was at the bar that he met Genevieve Walton Hart. They were married in 1924 and Genevieve gave birth to
their first daughter, Patricia, in 1926.
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It was during the mid 1920s that Worth first ventured into the burgeoning pulp magazine business, as both an
artist and an editor. This included designing risque covers for Burten’s Follies magazine (see Figures 2 and 3)
and, according to some accounts, he was responsible for the interior layouts as well. The magazine was a
pseudo-girlie pulp published by Joe Burten of Burten Publications.

FIGURE 2. BURTEN’S FOLLIES COVER BY WORTH B. CARNAHAN, MAY 1925.
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FIGURE 3. BURTEN’S FOLLIES QUARTERLY COVER BY WORTH B. CARNAHAN, WINTER 1925.
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In 1925, one of the most popular shows on Broadway in New York was Artists and Models at the Shubert
Theater. It was a topless burlesque revue based on the Artists Ball, produced annually by the New York
Society of Illustrators which included James Montgomery Flagg and Rube Goldberg.
The Broadway show ran for several years and was made into a movie starring Jack Benny and a remake
starring Jerry Lewis. The show also served as the inspiration for two notable pulp magazines that have often
been confused with each other, then and now.
On March 4, 1925, The New York Times reported in their Business Section on a new incorporation of
booksellers, Ramer Reviews. One of the principles was Frank Armer, who previously published a movie
magazine, Screenland, from 1922 to 1925. Their first publication was the Spring 1925 issue of Artists and
Models Magazine, loosely based on the show of the same name.
The publisher was listed as Frank Armer and the Secretary as John F. Edwards. Edwards was also the
publisher of Burten’s Follies. This is interesting as Artists and Models Magazine was published in direct
competition to Artists and Models – a separate publication with a similar title that just beat it into publication.
Artists and Models was co-edited by Worth B. Carnahan and Mrs. Merle Hersey. After Armer began
publication of his magazine, Worth and Hersey added “Original” to their title. This could not have bothered
Worth too much, as he continued to design covers for Burten’s Follies (see Figure 3) which was published by
Armer’s secretary, Edwards.
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The reason I have attempted to clarify this situation is because Worth’s cover for the Fall issue of the Original
Artists and Models is now considered to be a prime example of pioneer girlie pulp art (see Figure 4). Armer’s
Artists and Models Magazine, on the other hand, would soon make a big splash of their own with the February
1926 issue, featuring a lingerie-clad Joan Crawford.

FIGURE 4. ARTISTS AND MODELS COVER BY WORTH B. CARNAHAN, FALL 1925.
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While 1926 saw a marked increase in the number of pulps featuring pinup art on their covers (see Figure 5),
it was also a time of great demand for talented mainstream commercial artists such as Worth B. Carnahan.
After WWI, general circulation magazines picked up on the culture of commercialism. Magazines such as
The Ladies Home Journal and Saturday Evening Post became fixtures in middle class homes around the
country. Henry Luce began publishing Time in 1923. Advertisers, now reaching millions of consumers on a
daily or weekly basis, hired movie stars and sports figures to persuade Americans to buy all types of products.
Midtown Manhattan was literally rebuilt for business in the 1920s and New York City, along with Chicago,
became the center for the nation’s new advertising industry.

FIGURE 5. A CARTOON IN JUDGE MAGAZINE COMMENTING ON THE PROLIFERATION OF PINUPS AT THE NEWSSTAND.

The Carnahan’s lived in Manhattan, where their second daughter, Sally, was born in 1929. On February 2,
1930, Genevieve died as a result of a complicated pregnancy. This left a grief-stricken Worth to struggle to
support and care for their two young daughters during the Great Depression.
On Valentines Day of 1931, Worth was remarried to Elizabeth Mary Slayden. Elizabeth was a clerk for the
telephone company in Manhattan and was originally from Tennessee.
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Girlie Pulp Illustrators
By the late 1920s, Worth accepted a position as an illustrator for an advertising agency operated by Adolphe
Barreaux. Adolphe was born in New Jersey in 1899. His family moved to NYC in 1915 where he attended
DeWitt Clinton High School, the largest and one of the most prestigious high schools in the country.
Adolphe was the editor of the school newspaper and Student-Director of the Drama Department. He also
worked as an illustrator at the J. Walter Thompson Advertising Company during the summers. After graduating
DeWitt Clinton, he attended the Yale University School of Fine Arts.
When he first entered Yale, Adolphe worked at a local drug store making advertising posters and signs. He
soon found a better job as an illustrator at the Hopkins Advertising Agency in New Haven and eventually
became their Art Director.
In July 1920, after his freshman year, Adolphe submitted a short story to the spicy pulp magazine, Breezy
Stories. It was accepted and published in the February, 1921 issue. After three years at Yale, Adolphe left to
pursue a career as an advertising artist in Manhattan.
He studied at the Grand Central School of Art in 1923 and then opened an art studio on 5th Avenue in 1924.
He painted portraits of celebrities, including the famous Ziegfeld Girl, Marilyn Miller. After moving twice more to
larger studios, Adolphe became a partner in an advertising agency with Raymond L. Thayer, a successful
43 year old commercial artist whose illustrations regularly appeared in some of the leading periodicals of the
day, including Judge and Life.
It was this successful advertising agency that Worth B. Carnahan joined in early 1929. In a way, his timing was
auspicious. Soon came the fall in stock prices that began on September 4 and the crash on October 29, 1929
(Black Tuesday). While the Great Depression created hard times for the once-lucrative magazine advertising
industry – the pulp magazine industry flourished.
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This despite the fact they were being banned in many cities and often had to be sold “under the counter”.
Sometimes their provocative covers had to be torn off. They were otherwise sold at nearly every news stand,
cigar shop and burlesque show (see Figure 6), while their publishers continuously changed names in an
attempt to stay ahead of the censors and, often, their creditors.

FIGURE 6. A MAN CHECKS OUT THE MANY PULPS AT A NEWSSTAND.

Some of the pulp publishers became very wealthy and in the case of Harry Donenfeld, profits derived from the
sale of millions of racy pulps helped provide the means to establish one of the greatest pop culture media
empires.
The industry’s artists, writers, printers and virtually everyone else involved in production and delivery found
steady work as opposed to the bread lines, soup kitchens and apartment evictions that were the norm during
this time.
Pulps were printed on the cheapest paper – thus the name – manufactured for about two cents apiece, sold to
wholesalers for a nickel and retailed for a dime or a quarter. Pulps, especially those featuring illustrations of
scantily-clad women, offered cheap thrills and did not depend on subscriptions or advertisers for income during
these hard times.
The pulp magazine covers offered fantasy-fueled escapism to the otherwise “defeated army” of unemployed
men moving about the big cities looking for work. This created a tremendous demand for talented artists
capable of rendering a comely – if not suggestive – female form. Capitalizing on increasingly better
opportunities, Adolphe moved his studio around midtown and Worth followed him.
Armer began to sometimes partner with Donenfeld and it was Adolphe’s studio that provided the art for their
pulp stable. Donenfeld, through his printing company (The Donny Press) printed the covers that would do
battle on the newsstands for two bits.
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During the 1930s, Donenfeld dominated the girlie pulp market. Worth’s illustrations were published in
numerous sexy pulp magazines and he designed the covers for many of Donenfeld’s earliest girlie pulps,
including Hot Stories, Joy Stories, Follies and La Paree (see Figures 7, 8 and 9). All of these were published by
Donenfeld with art provided by Adolphe Barreaux’s studios.

FIGURE 7. HOT STORIES COVER BY WORTH B. CARNAHAN, FEBRUARY 1930.
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FIGURE 8. JOY STORIES COVER BY WORTH B. CARNAHAN, MARCH 1930.
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FIGURE 9. STUNNING HOT STORIES COVER BY WORTH B. CARNAHAN, JUNE 1930.
IMAGE COURTESY OF UNCOVERED, THE HIDDEN ART OF THE GIRLIE PULPS.
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In 1933 Adolphe became involved with Donenfeld in an attempt to revive the Police Gazette. The new Police
Gazette was to feature a comic strip by Adolphe about “The saucy misadventures of a Broadway chorus girl
named Flossie Flip”.
While the new Gazette never got off the ground, Adolphe became a regular illustrator for Donenfeld’s other
publications – including what have become today some of the most sought after pulps by advanced collectors:
Spicy Adventure, Spicy Detective and Spicy Mystery. Many of the other illustrators used by Donenfeld, aside
from Worth, worked for Adolphe’s art agency and they would go on to become legends in the world of comic
book art.
Also in 1933, Worth decided to cash in on the insatiable demand for girlie pulps – many of which were sold
solely on the basis of his cover art. He went out on his own and established Publications Service Syndicate,
Inc. Worth’s first publishing venture was short lived, however, likely due to his lack of business experience.
He did publish one of the more famous girlie pulps of the 1930s heyday, Wild Cherries. The pulp featured his
own fabulous cover art but, nevertheless, lasted for only four issues (see Figure 10).

FIGURE 10. WILD CHERRIES NO. 2 COVER BY WORTH B. CARNAHAN.
WORTH PUBLISHED THIS PULP IN SEPTEMBER OF 1933.
IMAGE COURTESY OF THE CARNAHAN FAMILY.
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The publication of Spicy Detective Stories by Armer and Donenfeld in April of 1934 was a game changer.
It revolutionized the pulp industry as, with it, “Sex blew through the traditional pulp doors with a bang”.
According to Douglas Ellis, in UNCOVERED, The Hidden Art of the Girlie Pulps, “The risque covers, nude
interior illustrations and racy text of the girlie pulps [were now combined with] hard hitting detective tales…
By blending the previously separate worlds of of the girlie pulps and traditional genre pulps… Donenfeld and
Armer had found a formula for [tremendous] success.”
Unfortunately, not all the increased attention was wanted and included intense heat and pressure from
watchdog organizations such as the New York Society for the Suppression of Vice. Police raids became more
common and, in one famous incident, over 12,000 magazines were burned.
As the money started to pour in in ever increasing amounts, men like Harry Donenfeld and Worth Carnahan
were already thinking about getting out.

The First Comic Book
In 1934 pulp writer Malcolm Wheeler-Nicholson founded National Allied Publications. In February of the
following year, the company published New Fun. This was the first comic book to publish all new material – as
opposed to running reprints of old newspaper strips (see Figure 11).

FIGURE 11. NEW FUN #1 WAS THE FIRST COMIC BOOK,
ISSUED IN FEBRUARY OF 1935.
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Later in 1935 a second title was released, New Comics. The size and length of New Comics #1 became the
standard for comics in what is now referred to as the “Golden Age” and it became the longest running comic
series of all time.
In the beginning (despite strong sales) Wheeler-Nicholson struggled and needed cash. He went to Denenfeld,
who, along with pulp distributer Jack Liebowitz, provided an influx of capital in exchange for a partnership in
the fledgling business. In 1937 Wheeler-Nicholson, Denenfeld and Liebowitz founded Detective Comics, a
subsidiary of National Allied Publications.

A New Direction
By 1935 Donenfeld’s pulp publications started to tone things down. Bared breasts were no longer featured on
the covers and the stories inside were not as provocative. The photo sections became less explicit as well.
In 1937, Armer and Donenfeld launched a new line of pulps, including Private Detective Stories, Romantic
Detective, Romantic Western and The Lone Ranger. All of the covers, with the exception of The Lone Ranger,
still featured risque artwork.
By this time, Worth had rejoined Adolphe’s Studio and started contributing articles and illustrations to The Lone
Ranger. This marked a significant departure for Worth – away from girlie pulps.
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In September of 1937, Worth wrote and illustrated a four page feature about stamp collecting for The Lone
Ranger Magazine, which actively promoted the hobby with “colorful descriptions of new issues and topical
trends”. Readers were invited to write into the The Lone Ranger Stamp Editor (Worth) with any questions they
might have about collecting (see Figures 12 and 13).

FIGURE 12. COVER FOR THE LONE RANGER MAGAZINE, SEPTEMBER 1937.
NOTE THIS COVER WAS NOT DESIGNED BY WORTH BUT HIS STAMP COLLECTING FEATURE WAS INCLUDED INSIDE.
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FIGURE 13. TITLE PAGE FOR WORTH’S STAMP COLLECTING FEATURE INSIDE THE MAGAZINE SHOWN ABOVE.
THE LONE RANGER STAMP PAGE WAS DESIGNED BY WORTH AND REPRESENTED HIS FIRST PUBLISHED STAMP DESIGN.

In 1938 the National Organization for Decent Literature (NODL) was formed under the auspices of the Catholic
Church. Unlike previous censorship groups, the NODL was focussed on books and magazines. The writing
was on the wall for all to see.
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Interest in comic books also took off in 1938 and every magazine and book publisher was getting into the
business. In an effort to secure market share, Donenfeld and Jack Liebowitz first took over Detective Comics
from Malcolm Wheeler-Nicholson, who had fallen deeper into debt and could not repay what he owed the men.
Donenfeld also bought the parent National Allied in bankruptcy.
Donenfeld then moved Adolphe’s Barreaux Studios to his company headquarters at 480 Lexington Avenue in
NYC – and this soon became what is known today as DC Comics. In June of 1938, National Allied released
Action Comics #1.
The cover featured a character who would soon become known to all – Superman (see Figure 14). Superman
was created by artist Joe Shuster and writer Jerry Siegel, high school buddies who started their comic careers
working on New Fun.

FIGURE 14. THIS EXAMPLE OF ACTION COMICS #1, GRADED 9.0 (OUT OF 10),
SOLD FOR $3.2 MILLION DOLLARS IN 2014.
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Within a year, Superman comics were selling 1,000,000 copies per issue. It should come as no surprise to
learn that Donenfeld not only got out of the girlie pulp business very quickly, he made every attempt to distance
himself from it as well.
In May of 1939, Detective Comics (#27) introduced Batman and the popularity of comic books exploded
(see Figure 15).

FIGURE 15. DETECTIVE COMICS #27 INTRODUCED BATMAN, MAY 1939.

For the artists and illustrators working for Adolphe Barreaux, including Worth B. Carnahan, their future was
now in comic books.
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From Girlie Pulps to Trout Stamps – Part Two
Today we look at Worth B. Carnahan’s contributions to the Golden Age of comics, focussing on some of his
many stamp features. When we last left off, Worth had rejoined Adolphie Barreaux’s Studio in 1937. In 1938,
Harry Donenfeld had moved the Studio into his company headquarters on Lexington Avenue while he
attempted to consolidate all the pieces of his comic book operations into what would become DC Comics.

The Golden Age of Comics
By 1939 Donenfeld felt secure enough in his legal control of DC Comics to allow Adolphe to return to 110 West
46th Street. After the move, Adolphe renamed his business Majestic Studios and it continued to operate as a
subsidiary of Donenfeld’s publishing empire.
Worth was employed by Majestic on and off at least until the end of WWII and some accounts suggest that he
continued to do freelance work for Majestic as late as 1951.
In 1939, Donenfeld published the New York World’s Fair Comics. The comic went on sale April 30th (opening
day) and was available throughout the fair. The front cover was drawn by Vin Sullivan and Fred Guardineer.
It included an image of Superman – with blonde hair – and introduced The Sandman (see Figure 1a).

FIGURE 1A. 1939 NEW YORK WORLD’S FAIR COMICS,
FRONT COVER BY VIN SULLIVAN AND FRED GUARDINEER.
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The back cover was drawn by Worth Carnahan and featured a full sized image of Benjamin Franklin
(see Figure 1b). The comic was extremely popular then and is highly collectible today.

FIGURE 1B. 1939 NEW YORK WORLD’S FAIR COMICS, BACK COVER BY WORTH B. CARNAHAN.
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In 1939, Superman became a Syndicated newspaper comic strip and on February 2, 1940 The Adventures of
Superman radio show began. The script and theme music was written by Robert Maxwell Joffe.
During the 1940s, the artists at Majestic Studios were kept busy producing work for the comic books of the
Golden Age (1938-1950). Adolphe, himself, contributed illustrations to many comics, such as The Black Spider,
The Raven and Patty O’ Day.
In addition to DC Comics, Worth’s art appeared in Dell Comics and Harvey Comics. The latter was founded by
the Harvey brothers, Leon, Robert and Alfred. The brothers started by acquiring one title, Speed Comics, from
Brookwood Publications.
Their next move was to add Champion Comics. The first six issues of Champion Comics (released in
1939-1940) were edited and published by Worth B. Carnahan. The publisher was listed inside as the
Worth Publishing Company, however, Worth may have published Champion Comics as a joint venture with
Leo Greenwald. This is due to the fact that the address for Worth Publications was listed as 1 East 42nd Street
– a building leased to Greenwald.
Further, some comic book historians believe it is possible Worth Publishing was just another “front” for
Donenfeld, to disguise his financial involvement. At the time, the 1940 census listed Worth as a “commercial
artist”, living with his family in Yonkers, NY and with an an annual net income of zero. The entire family was
supposed to have lived off his wife’s income from the telephone company.
As this does not reconcile with a wealthy publisher, it has fueled speculation about some kind of a CarnahanDonenfeld “arrangement”. This would not be unusual, in that – at one time or another – nearly all of the other
principles in this story, including Frank Armer, Adolphe Barreaux, Merle Hersey and Jack Lebowitz were listed
as publishers of periodicals produced by Harry Donenfeld.
Regardless, those first issues of Champion Comics are very important to our story. For within each comic
book, Worth included one or two pages devoted exclusively to stamps.
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Champion Comics
The first issue of Champion Comics is believed to have been published by Worth in November of 1939 as a
black and white edition which was intended to be sold in movie theaters for a nickel and published in
newspapers for free.
The cover of Champion Comics #2 provides a short bio of the comic’s protagonist, “The Champ”. The comic
below is signed by Worth just above the title and is shown courtesy of the Carnahan family (see Figure 3a).

FIGURE 3A. CHAMPION COMICS #2, PUBLISHED BY WORTH B. CARNAHAN IN DECEMBER, 1939.
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Inside this comic, Worth extols the virtues of stamp collecting. In a section titled Big Game Hunting in Your
Stamp Album, we find the feature article Elephants in Stamps. It is spread across two pages (one facing left
and one right). Here, Worth explains that a stamp collection can be much more than “a quantity of pretty little
pictures”.
He lists history, geography, art and natural history as subjects that can be taught by stamps and tells readers
that “stamp collecting in the right way also teaches concentration, attention to details, neatness and color
appreciation” (see Figures 3b and c).

FIGURE 3B. ELEPHANTS IN STAMPS (LEFT FACING PAGE), BY WORTH B. CARNAHAN.
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FIGURE 3C. ELEPHANTS IN STAMPS (RIGHT FACING PAGE), BY WORTH B. CARNAHAN.
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Champion Comics #3 was published in January of 1940. Inside is find Worth’s feature article, Birds In Stamps.
Here Worth explains that many collectors choose to specialize in collecting stamps from a particular country or
subject. He then goes on to suggest birds on stamps as a most interesting possibility (see Figures 4a and b).

FIGURE 4A. BIRDS IN STAMPS (LEFT FACING PAGE), BY WORTH B. CARNAHAN.
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FIGURE 4B. BIRDS IN STAMPS (RIGHT FACING PAGE), BY WORTH B. CARNAHAN.
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Champion Comics #5 was published in March of 1940. Inside we find Worth’s last double page comic book
stamp feature, A Visit To The Postage Stamp Zoo. In this article Worth points out that you do not have to go to
an actual zoo to see the animals of the world – stamps can “bring the zoo to you… rain or shine, any day you
choose” (see Figures 5a and b).

FIGURE 5A. A VISIT TO THE POSTAGE STAMP ZOO (LEFT FACING PAGE) BY WORTH B. CARNAHAN.
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FIGURE 5B. A VISIT TO THE POSTAGE STAMP ZOO (RIGHT FACING PAGE) BY WORTH B. CARNAHAN.
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Champion Comics #6 was the last in the series to include a stamp feature by Worth. It was published in April of
1940 and inside we find the feature has been reduced to a Champion Stamp Page.
Airships in Stamps was less of an article and more like a typical comic book page with illustrations and
extended captions (see Figure 6). It is interesting to note that Worth mentions the U.S. 1918 inverted airmail
stamp and states a value of $4,500.00 at that time.

FIGURE 6. AIRSHIPS IN STAMPS BY WORTH B. CARNAHAN.
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Champion Comics #7-10 did not have a stamp feature by Worth (after which the comic was discontinued).
Some accounts list Worth as the publisher for these issues, although it seems clear that by the seventh issue
the comic was being produced by the Harvey brothers.
It may be (as some have speculated) that Worth only edited and did the lay-out for Champion Comics. If the
first six issues were actually produced by Donenfeld (with whom Worth had a long standing relationship and
considerable political capital), it is reasonable to assume he would be allowed to include content about stamp
collecting – one of his life-long passions.
Following this line of reasoning, when Champion Comics was produced by Harvey – they simply didn’t allow
Worth to include his stamp features. This, however, was not the last of Worth’s stamp features to be included in
comics from the Golden Age.

Cyclone Comics
William M. Cotton was born in College Grove, Tennessee on March 29, 1904 to John Eather Cotton and the
former Mary Alice Sweeny. William was an only child and growing up, the family lived at 1200 Buchanan Street
in Nashville. His father worked at a paper mill as a bookkeeper or accountant.
After graduating from high school in Nashville, William attended Cumberland College in Lebanon, Tennessee.
While at Cumberland, he met and married Lucille Dies. She was a year younger than William (born March 25,
1905 in Lebanon,TN) and had just graduated from high School.
After the couple married, William left college to work at the same paper mill where his father worked. By 1928
he was working as the production Supervisor for Fawcett Publications in Minneapolis.
By 1934 Fawcett Publications had outgrown their facilities in Minneapolis and moved to the east coast. They
built a printing plant in Connecticut and executive headquarters in New York City. On September 26, 1936
The New York Times reported that William M. Cotton had been promoted to Advertising Director for Fawcett.
In 1937 William resigned from Fawcett to start The Ideal Publishing Corporation. His first two publications were
movie fan magazines, Movie Life and Modern Movies. Eventually Ideal Publishing became a subsidiary of
Grosset & Dunlap.
When the sales of comic books exploded in 1939-40, Ideal’s two biggest competitors, Fawcett and Dell, got
into comic books in a big way. In response, William founded Bilbara Publishing (named after his daughters
Billie and Barbara) to publish his own comic books.
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In June of 1940 Bilbara published their first comic, Cyclone Comics #1. The editor was Worth B. Carnahan,
whose wife, Elizabeth Mary Slaydon, was also from Nashville and a childhood friend of Lucille Cotton.
The original Cyclone Comics contract remains with the Carnahan family (see Figures 7a and b).

FIGURE 7A. ORIGINAL CONTRACT BETWEEN WORTH B. CARNAHAN AND WILLIAM M. COTTON, PAGE ONE.
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FIGURE 7B. ORIGINAL CONTRACT BETWEEN WORTH B. CARNAHAN AND WILLIAM M. COTTON, PAGE TWO.
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The cover of Cyclone #1 (not done by Worth) features the protagonist, Tornado Tom, and the inside includes a
one page stamp feature by Worth, How to Collect Stamps. In the text box, Worth states “The collecting of
stamps is one of the most interesting and instructive hobbies… Another reason for stamp collecting is the ever
increasing values that make every value an investment”. Those were the days!
For this comic, in addition to the cover and stamp page, we are able to see the original paper negative for the
stamp page courtesy of the Carnahan family (see Figures 8a, b, and c). Note that the stamp page is authored
“by Philately” and features a small inset of Worth located in the upper left (see enlargement, Figure 8d).

FIGURE 8A. CYCLONE COMICS #1, EDITED BY WORTH B. CARNAHAN, JUNE 1940.
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FIGURE 8B. ORIGINAL PAPER NEGATIVE FOR HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS BY PHILATELY
(WORTH B. CARNAHAN). IMAGE COURTESY OF THE CARNAHAN FAMILY.
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FIGURE 8C. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS BY WORTH B. CARNAHAN.

FIGURE 8D. ENLARGEMENT OF THE UPPER RIGHT PORTION
OF THE STAMP FEATURE.
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The cover for Cyclone Comics #2 was drawn by Worth, as evidenced by his signature in the lower right corner
– a “w” inside of a “c” (see Figure 9). I could not find the insides of Cyclone #2 but it almost certainly contained
a stamp page by Worth.

FIGURE 9. CYCLONE COMICS #2 COVER BY WORTH B. CARNAHAN, JULY 1940.
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The cover for Cyclone Comics #3 was drawn by Worth and is one of his wildest. Inside we find Around the
World with Stamps by Worth. The featured country is Aden, which implies that he intended to go around the
world, alphabetically, in subsequent issues (see Figures 10a and b).

FIGURE 10A. CYCLONE COMICS #3 COVER BY WORTH B. CARNAHAN, AUGUST 1940.
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FIGURE 10B. AROUND THE WORLD WITH STAMPS BY WORTH B. CARNAHAN.

I could not find anything for Cyclone #4. However, by Cyclone #5 (not pictured) he was showing stamps from
Malta so apparently Worth decided to skip around a bit.
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OK Comics
I have selected OK Comics #1 to be the next of Worth B. Carnahan’s comics to be discussed today. Various
sources alternatively credit Worth as the editor and publisher (Worth Publications) or simply as editor with
United Features Syndicate/Hit Publishing being the publisher in July of 1940.
While Worth did not design the cover, he had several features inside. This included the script, pencils and inks
for Leatherneck the Marine (six pages), The Further Adventures of Ulysses (five pages) and Curious Stamps
From All Over The World (one page).
I thought it might be nice to end this post with some examples of Worth’s typical comic book work so we will
start here (see Figures 11a and b).

FIGURE 11A. OK COMICS #1 EDITED AND POSSIBLY PUBLISHED
BY WORTH B. CARNAHAN, JULY 1940.
IMAGE COURTESY OF THE CARNAHAN FAMILY.
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FIGURE 11B. LEATHERNECK THE MARINE BY WORTH B. CARNAHAN, FIRST PAGE.
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Worth continued to make contributions to Golden age comics until the end of WWII. In 1942 Dell Publishing
introduced the extremely popular War Heroes comics.
Worth played a major role in War Hereos #2, writing the scripts for Flying Tigers (six Pages) and The First
Bombing of Japan (six pages), as well as doing pen and inks (along with E.C. Stoner) for Corregidor “The
Gibralter of the Pacific (see Figures 12a and b).

FIGURE 12A. WAR HEREOS #2, PUBLISHED BY DELL IN OCTOBER-DECEMBER 1942.
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FIGURE 12B. THE FIRST BOMBING OF JAPAN, SCRIPT BY WORTH B. CARNAHAN.
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The importance of Worth B. Carnahan’s comic contributions cannot be overestimated as it was in no small part
through comic books that the youth of wartime America learned about history, geography, world events and,
yes, stamp collecting.
By including Information about stamps and collecting in so many different pulps and comics – from The Lone
Ranger Magazine to Cyclone Comics, Worth undoubtedly played a huge role in cultivating a new generation of
collectors.
Comic books also served as an important escape from the harsh and often frightening real world. In this way,
they served a therapeutic purpose – similar tothat of the girlie pulps for an older audience during The Great
Depression.
After WWII Worth and his family left the New York City publishing world and moved to Nashville, Elizabeth’s
hometown.
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From Girlie Pulps to Trout Stamps – Part Three
In today’s post, we follow the Carnahan family to Nashville. It is in Nashville, while working for the Tennessee
Game and Fish Commission, that Worth finally realizes his childhood dream and he becomes a real stamp
designer. Unlike other staff artists, Worth B. Carnahan does not design your typical fish and game stamps – his
stamps are special.

A Unique Background
As we have seen in parts one and two, Worth had a unique background for a stamp designer. He spent the
first twenty years of his career creating covers for girlie pulps during the Great Depression and comic books
during WWII.
As a young artist designing some of the first girlie pulp covers, Worth demonstrated an ability to create images
that were both attractive and alluring. Later, along with the other artists who worked at Adolphe Barreaux’s
studios for Harry Donenfeld, Worth was trained to to design seductive covers that would compete on the
newsstands for the attention of those who wanted – needed – to be captivated and transported to a transient
fantasyland.
His covers were, in a way, carefully designed advertising posters. Posters that advertised escapism and
pleasure. They featured an evocative vignette which frequently had a powerful effect on the viewer. But the
vignette was not not the only important element.
While working for Adolphe Barreaux, Worth learned that the process for selecting just the right colors was
essential for creating the desired mood. Also, the lettering should complement and not detract from the artwork
in the final product.
Worth learned the value of color proofing – going to the effort of printing his design in a variety of different
colors so as to be able to determine which one combined with the artwork to deliver the most visual impact.
The best stamp designs have often been compared to small posters. When the time came for Worth to design
fish and game stamps, his small posters did not disappoint.

Nashville
At the end of part two, I stated that the Carnahan family moved to Nashville (Elizabeth’s hometown) following
WWII. This is the way all of the comic book historians have recorded it.
When interviewing Worth’s daughter, Cynthia Carnahan, for this series of posts she informed me that her older
brother, Robert, was actually born in Nashville on May 6, 1944.
This means one of two things; either 1) Elizabeth and Cynthia’s two older sisters moved to Nashville ahead of
Worth, who remained in NYC to wrap up business commitments prior to rejoining his family or 2) the comic
book historians have the date wrong and the entire Carnahan family moved out to Nashville in 1944 – prior to
the end of the war.
At any rate, upon arriving in Nashville, Worth immediately set up shop as a freelance commercial illustrator. It
was during this period that he designed the logo for Duck Head Jeans.
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Duck Head was founded in Nashville by George and Joe O’Brian in 1865. Early on, the company specialized in
manufacturing heavy canvas work clothes. They constructed their work clothes from surplus tent material
obtained from the U.S. Army.
As time went on, the company began to produce more upscale clothing and Duck Head became a fashionable
brand. In the 1940s, Duck Head was still focused on work clothes and Worth designed some of their
advertising materials (see Figure 1).

FIGURE 1. ADVERTISING BROCHURE FOR DUCK HEAD, DESIGNED BY WORTH B. CARNAHAN.
NOTE THE HUMANIZED MALE DUCK IN THE LOWER RIGHT IS WEARING HEAVY DUTY JEANS AND SUSPENDERS.
IMAGE COURTESY OF THE CARNAHAN FAMILY.
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Worth also created covers, illustrations and layout for 28 issues of The Burning Question, the pulp-like official
publication of the Nashville subsidiary of the Universal Coal Company (see Figure 2).

FIGURE 2. COVER FOR THE BURNING QUESTION BY WORTH B. CARNAHAN.
IMAGE COURTESY OF THE CARNAHAN FAMILY.
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At this point Worth was accepting a wide range of commercial work, attempting to find a place for himself in
Nashville that would make the most of his talents as an illustrator. The Carnahan family provided a photo of
Worth working in his studio during this time (see Figure 3).

FIGURE 3. WORTH B. CARNAHAN AT WORK IN HIS STUDIO, CIRCA 1950.
COURTESY OF THE CARNAHAN FAMILY.
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One of his freelance assignments was for the Tennessee Game and Fish Commission, creating a brochure
and map titled Tennessee Fish – and where to catch them (see Figure 4).

FIGURE 4. TENNESSEE FISH BY WORTH B. CARNAHAN.
IMAGE COURTESY OF THE CARNAHAN FAMILY.

Apparently the Game and Fish Commission was pleased with the his work, as Worth was soon employed full
time by the Commission as an illustrator. When the Commission began requiring sportsmen to purchase big
game and trout stamps in the mid 1950s, it was Worth B. Carnahan who designed nearly all of them.
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Before we get into the stamps, themselves, I would like to provide some additional background information and
then reveal the inspiration for this series of posts.

A Survey of the Philatelic Literature
The first to report on the Tennessee Big Game and Trout stamps was Joseph Janousek. This occurred in his
State Game Hunting and Fishing Revenue Stamps column in The American Revenuer, published in 1960.
By this time the Big Game stamps had been discontinued so Janousek’s listings were complete for this series,
starting with the first stamp issued in 1955-56 and ending with the last stamp issued for 1958-59.
In addition to the regularly issued stamps, Janousek reported Big Game proofs as follows: 1955-56 (head of
deer), one proof in crimson red; 1956-57 (leaping deer), two [trial color] proofs in deep green and sepia brown;
1957-58 (Wild turkey in flight), three [trial color] proofs in brown, maroon and olive green and 1958-59 (bear),
five [bi-color trial color] proofs in black on light green, blue green, brown, blue and red paper.
As the Trout stamp series was then current, Janousek listed only the first three stamps, starting with 1956-57
(a decal) and ending with 1958-59.
In addition to the regularly issued stamps, Janousek reported Trout proofs as follows: 1957-58 (Rainbow trout),
three [trial color] proofs in deep blue, blue green and deep brown and 1958-59 (leaping trout), four [trial color]
proofs in green on white, green on blue, green on brown and green on yellow paper (see Figure 5).

FIGURE 5. JANOUSEK BECAME THE FIRST TO REPORT
ON THE TENNESSEE BIG GAME AND TROUT STAMPS,
IN THE AMERICAN REVENUER.
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In Applegate’s Catalog of State and Territorial Game and Fishing License Stamps, published in 1963, Frank
Applegate listed four additional Trout stamps, 1959-60 through 1962-63. Applegate did not list any essays or
proofs (see Figure 6).

FIGURE 6. THE TENNESSEE PAGE FROM APPLEGATE’S CATALOG, PUBLISHED IN 1963. NOTE THE FISCAL
YEAR CORRECTIONS TO THE LEFT OF THE TROUT STAMP LISTINGS WERE MADE BY E.L. VANDERFORD,
AS THIS WAS ORIGINALLY HIS COPY.

Seven years later, E.L. Vanderford updated Janousek’s original Tennessee Big Game and Trout listings and
they were published in the July 1970 issue of The State Revenue Newsletter.
By this point Van had corresponded extensively with Worth. In the Introduction to the Big Game listings, Van
stated “Designer of all stamps was Worth B. Carnahan of Nashville to whom appreciation is due for providing
printing and technical information in the following listings.”
For the first (1955-56) Big Game stamp, Van stated “The design was originally proofed and accepted in a rich
ruby red and [the] color as issued was actually a printer’s error.”
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With the help of Worth, Van was able to provide descriptions of additional essays and proofs for the remaining
Big Game stamps. He concluded the section by stating “Stamps were discontinued after [the] 1958-59 season
and superseded with booklets of tags” (see Figures 7 and 8).

FIGURE 7. TENNESSEE GIG GAME LISTINGS FROM THE STATE REVENUE NEWSLETTER, JULY 1970.
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FIGURE 8. TENNESSEE GIG GAME LISTINGS (CONT’D) FROM THE STATE REVENUE NEWSLETTER, JULY 1970.
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Van stated that “With the exception of the 1956-57 issue… the designer of all [trout] stamps through 1963-64
was Worth B. Carnahan.” As the trout stamps were discontinued following the 1968-69 season, Van’s
Tennessee Trout stamp listings were complete and he also added descriptions of many additional proofs. For
the 1957-58 issue, Van stated “First trial color proof in brown showed 1957 year date and was rejected” (see
Figure 9).

FIGURE 9. TENNESSEE TROUT LISTINGS FROM THE STATE REVENUE NEWSLETTER, JULY 1970.
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For the 1958-59 issue, Van listed a variety he assigned Type II. He described the variety as “Same as Type I
except issued in horizontal strips of 5 imperf at top and bottom…” He added “These stamps were cut in strips
from a limited number of 25 stamp sheets which had been perforated vertically only and was an experiment to
placate license agents who criticized the full sheets as being too large and cumbersome” (see Figure 10).

FIGURE 10. TENNESSEE TROUT LISTINGS (CONT’D) FROM THE STATE REVENUE NEWSLETTER, JULY 1970.
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For the 1960-61 issue, Van stated “First design submitted was proofed on red on white paper and red on buff
paper but was rejected as having too small as serial number panel.” Van’s listings concluded with the stamps
issued from 1964-65 through 1968-69 that were not thought to have been designed by Worth (see Figures 11
and 12).

FIGURE 11. TENNESSEE TROUT LISTINGS (CONT’D) FROM THE STATE REVENUE NEWSLETTER, JULY 1970.
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FIGURE 12. TENNESSEE TROUT LISTINGS (CONT’D) FROM THE STATE REVENUE NEWSLETTER, JULY 1970.

Next, I would like to discuss the sources of Worth’s Tennessee stamps to the collector market.
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Worth B. Carnahan as a Primary Source
Worth had access to the archival material for his stamp designs and obtained such items for collectors Morton
Dean Joyce, E.L. Vanderford, Les Lebo and Barry Porter (and possibly others).
In addition to the archival material, Worth also had in his possession at the time of his death, large quantities of
two regularly-issued trout stamps. In the case of Joyce, it seems that Worth offered him Tennessee stamps
for sale (see Figure 13).

FIGURE 13. LETTER FORM MORTON DEAN JOYCE TO WORTH B. CARNAHAN,
DATED SEPTEMBER 25, 1962.

At this point there is no way to know if Worth paid full face value for the stamps and was merely trying to
recover his cost – or if he was (as Joyce was known as well healed collector) attempting to make a profit.
Until just recently, the two (secondary) philatelic sources for virtually all of the Tennessee stamps designed by
Worth were Les Lebo and Barry Porter. This is especially true for the essay, proofs and errors.
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Les Lebo was one of the preeminent pioneer fish and game collectors and an exhibitor. Barry Porter was a fish
and game collector (who specialized in a just a few states, including Tennessee) and was one of the first
(1970s) dealers to specialize in fish and game stamps. Both lived in Tennessee and both are members of the
Fish and Game Collectors Hall of Fame.

The Les Lebo Connection
When I first visited with Les at his home in Knoxville back in the 1980s, I was surprised by the depth of his
Tennessee archival material. He had virtually everything listed by Janousek and Vanderford – and more.
Les told me he was given them by his son, Eugene.
Gene Lebo was attending graduate school (Biology) at the University of Tennessee in the 1960s. In 1965 and
1966 he participated in a work experience program with the Game and Fish Commission. Along with another
grad student and a full time Game and Fish officer, Mike Stubbs, they made up a three-man team that worked
summers surveying warm water streams throughout the state.
They worked out of an office located in the State Headquarters Building in downtown Nashville. One day Gene
was walking by an office (Printing Department?) two floors above his own and noticed a sheet of current trout
stamps on the counter. He walked in and introduced himself, then told the office supervisor that his dad was a
serious stamp collector who loved fish and game stamps. He asked if he could have some for his dad.
The supervisor told Gene he could not give him any regularly-issued stamps as they were only for sale and
had to be accounted for. However, he did have in the office many older essays, proofs and errors that could
not be sold to the public.
These were all designed by Worth B. Carnahan and (over time) he gave samples of these to Gene and he, in
turn, gave them to Les. According to Gene, he was given a number of them on five or six separate occasions
over the two year period he was employed by the Commission.
Gene also recalls the first item that really got his dad excited, a lettering proof for the 1958-59 Tennessee
Big Game stamp. The proof has tremendous eye appeal (see Figure 14), was unlisted by Janousek and, to this
day, remains only example recorded.

FIGURE 14. 1958-59 TENNESSEE LETTERING PROOF, EX LEBO.
NOTE THE BLACK BEAR IMAGE – AMONG OTHER THINGS –
IS COMPLETELY MISSING.
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As Gene was given multiple items on many different days, there were a fair number of duplicates. When Les
acquired duplicates, he traded them to E.L. Vanderford, other pioneer collectors and to Barry Porter.
He also traded a number of items to David Curtis of Killeen, Texas – who was both a serious collector and,
along with Porter, one of the earlier fish and game dealers. Curtis is another member of our Hall of Fame.
When it came time for Les to sell, he allowed me to acquire his Tennessee fish and game collection, including
Worth’s essays, proofs and errors that Gene had obtained from the Commission.

The Barry Porter Connection
Barry Porter spent his entire life living in the greater Nashville area. Growing up, he was a member of the
Nashville Philatelic Society, whose members included Worth B. Carnahan and Les Lebo (although Les is better
remembered as a founding member of the Knoxville Philatelic Society).
The original artwork for the 1959 4 1/2 cent regular issue U.S. stamp is believed by the Carnahan family to
have been created by Worth. Although this makes sense and there is no reason to doubt it, unfortunately,
I have been unable to locate any records verifying this. The Bureau of Engraving and Printing records specify
the BEP stamp designer – but not the artist who created the original art.
The first day cover ceremony for the stamp was held at the 1959 Stamp Exhibition, sponsored by the Nashville
Philatelic Society. The cachet (illustration at the left side of the envelope) was created by Worth (see Figure 15)
and the cover below is shown courtesy of the Carnahan family.

FIGURE 15. FIRST DAY COVER FOR THE 1959 HERMITAGE 4 1/2 CENT STAMP, CACHET
BY WORTH B. CARNAHAN. IMAGE COURTESY OF THE CARNAHAN FAMILY.

Barry Porter almost certainly knew Worth from stamp club meetings, and since he was a collector of
Tennessee fish and game stamps – and a fish and game dealer – Porter would have eagerly obtained archival
material directly from Worth, who clearly had access to it.
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Porter subsequently traded and sold duplicates to E.L. Vanderford, Les Lebo, David Curtis and myself.
This leads us up to the inspiration for this series of posts.

The Carnahan Fish and Game Archive
On October 15, 1971 Elizabeth died at the age of 62. After this, Worth moved into a family rental that was
subsequently purchased by their son, Robert. This is where Worth moved all of his belongings and lived out
the rest of his life. He passed away on June 26, 1973. Worth was 77 years old.
After Worth passed, it was up to Robert to decide what to do with his father’s things. Unfortunately, Robert was
one of the few members of the Carnahn family that did not become an artist. Therefore, he could neither
understand nor appreciate what he was looking at when he went through Worth’s personal archive and
collections.
He sold the rental and moved all of his father’s things into storage. For the better part of forty plus years, until
Robert died on July 19, 2016, the boxes containing Worth’s possessions were stored in a barn on Robert’s
farm in White’s Creek, Tennessee (a suburb north of Nashville).
After Robert passed, his daughter, Mary, called Worth’s youngest daughter (her aunt) and told her “We have a
lot of boxes of your dad’s stuff here – come and get it”. Mary’s aunt’s name is Cynthia and she would
eventually give up a great deal of her time to help me with this series of posts.
Cynthia and her husband, Dan, drove the 300 miles from their home in Bristol, Tennessee to White’s Creek
and picked up the “stuff”. It consisted of 8-10 boxes, which included samples of Worth’s work, including many
of the original girlie pulps and Golden Age comics.
In addition, there was one box that had “Trout Stamps” written across it. This box contained samples of all of
Worth’s Tennessee stamps, including some previously unrecorded varieties, as well as large quantities of two
of the trout stamps, from 1957-58 and 1962-63. In addition, there were quantities of two Big Game items
whose original purpose is not completely understood.
The boxes had not been stored properly and had, therefore, been subjected to decades of humidity and pest
depredations. While many of the items were damaged beyond salvation, others were not. Inside the bigger box
there were two cigar boxes.
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The cigar boxes had been bundled with many rubber bands and their contents were fairly well preserved.
Each box had a trout stamp affixed to the lid and when Cynthia opened the boxes, she found hundreds of
stamps inside them (see Figures 16, 17 and 18).

FIGURE 16. THE LID OF THE CIGAR BOX CONTAINING THE 1957-58 TENNESSEE TROUT STAMPS
DESIGNED BY WORTH B. CARNAHAN. IMAGE COURTESY OF CYNTHIA CARNAHAN.

FIGURE 17. THE CIGAR BOX ABOVE, WITH THE LID OPENED. IMAGE COURTESY OF ERIC JACKSON.
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FIGURE 18. THE SECOND CIGAR BOX, CONTAINING THE 1962-63 STAMPS, WITH
THE LID OPENED. IMAGE COURTESY OF ERIC JACKSON.
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Located throughout the rest of the larger box were much smaller quantities (usually 1-3) of each Tennessee
fish and game stamp Worth had designed, including essays, proofs and errors. There were also a few
surprises that I will save for now.
This was Worth’s personal collection of the stamps he had designed for the State of Tennessee.
The condition – after nearly two decades of improper storage – was mixed. However, I feel we should be
appreciative for the handful of previously unrecorded items that survived unscathed.
The first thing that Cynthia did was look up “Tennessee Trout stamps” on Ebay. She found a listing for one of
the 1957-58 stamps by revenue dealer Eric Jackson. Cynthia obtained Eric’s contact information online and
called him with the news of her discovery.
Eric then called me and added that a preliminary google search for Worth B. Carnahan showed that he was a
comic book illustrator and publisher during the Golden Age. It was during my Halloween break and I was
focussed on other things, however, it did not take long to realize this all had the makings of a great story.
After months of negotiations, Eric purchased the archive from the Carnahan family. Then Cynthia and I began
to search for everything we could find connected to her father, Worth B. Carnahan, for the purposes of creating
this series of posts.
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From Girlie Pulps to Trout Stamps – Part Four
Today we will start to take a look at the Tennessee fish and game stamps that were designed by Worth B.
Carnahan. We will see essays, proofs, regularly issued stamps, errors and usages from the collections of
Morton Dean Joyce, Les Lebo, E.L. Vanderford and David Curtis – as well as new discoveries from
The Carnahan Archive.

Introduction
Tennessee became a state in 1796 and the first laws pertaining to wildlife were passed in 1825. These allowed
licensed individuals to build fish traps in rivers. The first game and fish seasons were established between
1873 and 1875. In 1875 the killing of ducks for profit on Reelfoot Lake (the only large natural lake in the state)
was prohibited.
In 1889 the State Legislature created game warden positions for the purpose of game and fish law
enforcement. However, it was constables and Justices of the Peace who first served in this capacity. Starting in
1901, residents were first required to purchase hunting licenses. Tennessee adopted Chapter 169 in 1903,
providing for the statewide protection of game and fish resources by actual game wardens and their deputies.
Chapter 169 was a comprehensive Act that defined wild game and declared birds and wild game to be property
of the state; defined the methods allowed to take wildlife and established hunting seasons; required non
residents to purchase a hunting license and repealed all local and conflicting laws. Perhaps most important – it
set penalties for violations.
In 1915, Chapter 152 established the Department of Game and Fish. Initially the Department was headed by a
State Game and Fish Warden who was appointed by the Governor. A new Department of Game and Fish was
created by the Reorganization Act of 1937 and placed within the Department of Conservation.
In 1949, The Tennessee Game and Fish Commission was established. The Commission consisted of nine
men – three from each of the Grand Divisions of the state – who were appointed by the governor from lists
submitted by local sportsmen’s clubs (see Figure 1).

FIGURE 1. THE FIRST NINE MEMBER TENNESSEE GAME AND FISH COMMISSION, CIRCA 1949.
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The 1955-56 Big Game Stamps
Janousek, Applegate and Vanderford all stated that Tennessee first issued Big Game stamps in 1955-56,
followed by Trout stamps in 1956-57. In my first exhibit and in other places on this website, I have perpetuated
what I now know to be this same incorrect information.
My research for this post has shown that on April 17, 1955, The Tennessean from Nashville announced “The
State Game and Fish Commission decided to wait until the beginning of a new license year, or June 1, before
requiring hunters and fishermen [to purchase] new licenses and permits authorized in legislation enacted by
the recent General Assembly.
Provisions of new Chapter T52, Public Acts of 1955, require [sportsmen to purchase] a $1 stamp to fish for
trout and a $5 stamp to hunt big game as well as moderate increases in new non-resident hunting and fishing
licenses.
The Commission, however, felt it would work undue hardship on hunters and fishermen to make the new
requirements effective yesterday as set out by the statute. Thus the big game stamp will not be required for
turkey hunts this spring and trout stamps will not be necessary until June 1.”
We will revisit this rather startling revelation about the trout stamps later in this post and in the next one.
For now, it appears that the Big Game stamps were first required for the (fall) 1955 deer hunting seasons.
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This information would be consistent with the information published by Janousek, Applegate and Vanderford
(see Part Three) and the the write-ups provided on exhibit pages by Les Lebo in the 1970s and myself in the
1990s (see Figures 2 and 3).

FIGURE 2. LES LEBO’S 1955-56 TENNESSEE BIG GAME EXHIBIT PAGE.
NOTE THE “AS ISSUED” STAMP TO THE LEFT OF THE PROOF WAS REMOVED
AND PLACED ON ONE OF MY OWN EXHIBIT PAGES, AS SEEN BELOW.
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FIGURE 3. A PAGE FROM CLASSIC STATE AND LOCAL FISH AND GAME STAMPS.
THE 1955-56 TENNESSEE BIG GAME STAMP THAT WAS FORMERLY IN THE LEBO EXHIBIT CAN BE SEEN AT THE UPPER RIGHT.
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The 1955-56 Big Game stamp was to fulfill a lifelong ambition on the part of Worth B. Carnahan. Taken in
context, many of his life experiences – from collecting stamps as a young boy and hanging out at the Bureau of
Engraving and Printing to designing covers for pulp magazines and comic books – may be seen as laying the
groundwork for this achievement.
By this time, Worth was hardly a novice when it came to designing stamps, having illustrated dozens of pulp
and comic book pages with his stamp artwork. However, this was the first opportunity for one of his designs to
leap from the pages of a fantasy and into the real world.
The first Tennessee Big Game stamp is now considered by collectors to be a classic and features a buck
white-tailed deer head. Surrounding the central vignette is a “picture frame” border that contains all of the
printed text.
According to Vanderford’s listings in the State Revenue Newsletter (1970) and The Handbook of Fish and
Game Stamps (1973), “The design was originally proofed and accepted in a rich ruby red and [the] color as
issued was actually a printer’s error”.
We now get to see one of the surprises I promised in part three, the original printing plate for the 1955-56
proofs. This would not have been the plate used for the regularly issued stamps, as that one would have
duplicated the die 15 times (5 x 3) as opposed to the five we see in Figure 4.

FIGURE 4. THE ORIGINAL PRINTING PLATE FOR THE 1955-56 BIG GAME PROOFS.
IMAGE COURTESY OF THE CARNAHAN FAMILY.

A finished proof can be seen in Figure 5. Worth identified all his proofs as such on the reverse and initialed
them WBC – for Worth B. Carnahan.

FIGURE 5. 1955-56 BIG GAME PROOF, EX JOYCE.
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We now know that the first Tennessee fish and game stamp was actually the trout stamp issued on June 1,
1955. It was issued as a die-cut decal mounted on rouletted backing paper, a sample of which was was sent to
Worth by the Game and Fish Commissioners (see Figure 6).

FIGURE 6. THIS IS THE SAMPLE 1955-56 TROUT STAMP
THAT WAS SENT TO WORTH, EX CARNAHAN ARCHIVE.
NOTE THE STAMP IS NOT DATED.

As an avid stamp collector – and one that frequented the Bureau of Engraving and Printing as a youth – Worth
would probably not have approved of this format for the stamps he designed.
One of the biggest surprises we found in The Carnahan Archive was a ruby red “proof” with what appears to be
rather crude (sewing machine?) perforations. We occasionally see this in U.S. governmental second issue
revenues.
I believe this stamp (the reverse is not initialed) was created in order to persuade the Game and Fish
Commissioners that his stamps should be perforated. Worth could have made the case that perforations would
facilitate easy separation (see Figure 7).

FIGURE 7. 1955-56 BIG GAME STAMP
IN RUBY RED,
EX CARNAHAN ARCHIVE.
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As reported by Vanderford, the 1955-56 stamps, as regularly issued, were perforated 11 3/4 and printed in
Vermillion ink from printing plates with 15 subjects (see Figures 8, 9 and 10).

FIGURE 8. 1955-56 BIG GAME STAMP, AS ISSUED.
EX VANDERFORD.
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FIGURE 9. 1955-56 BIG GAME STAMP AFFIXED TO THE REVERSE OF A
TENNESSEE RESIDENT HUNTING AND SPORT FISHING LICENSE.
NOTE THAT THE 1955-56 LICENSE HAS STAMP BOXES FOR BOTH THE BIG GAME AND TROUT STAMPS.

FIGURE 10. IN THIS ENLARGEMENT OF THE USAGE SHOWN ON MY EXHIBIT PAGE ABOVE,
WE CAN SEE THAT THE 1955-56 FEDERAL WATERFOWL STAMP WAS AFFIXED OVER THE TROUT STAMP BOX.
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The 1956-57 Big Game Stamps
The 1956-57 issue features a leaping buck white-tailed deer and has an elegant mid-century modern feel to it.
Janousek stated two trial color proofs were printed, in “sepia-brown and deep green”. Vanderford stated that
three were printed; in “sepia, green black and dark green”.
I believe that Janousek was correct as I have only seen them in two different colors. I believe that Van
misstated and that, in fact, the “green black” and “dark green” proofs he described are actually one and the
same (see Figures 11 and 12).

FIGURE 11. 1956-57 BIG GAME TRIAL COLOR PROOFS IN BROWN (LEFT)
AND GREEN BLACK (RIGHT), BOTH EX LEBO.

FIGURE 12. 1956-57 BIG GAME TRIAL COLOR PROOF,
REVERSE INITIALED BY WORTH B. CARNAHAN.
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There were two types of 1956-57 stamps. At this point, there were apparently still some members of the
Commission who were not completely sold on perforations. Type I was imperforate or die cut and printed in
bright blue ink with a red serial number.
It is not known if this stamp was regularly issued. The distribution and handling of die cut stamps on the part of
license agents, while not without precedent, seems like it would be cumbersome.
There are some who have argued that this stamp is actually a proof. I have examined two (from the Lebo and
Curtis collections) and both lack the proof designation and Worth’s initials on the reverse (see Figure 12).
Further, no Tennessee Big Game proofs have been recorded with serial numbers.

FIGURE 12. TWO 1956-57 TYPE I BIG GAME STAMPS,
OBVERSE (EX LEBO) AND REVERSE (EX CURTIS).
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Type II stamps were perforated 11 3/4 and printed in green ink. Those that were issued to hunters were serial
numbered at the bottom. Vanderford stated they were “From sheets of 25 (5 x 5) approx 135 x 185 mm and
imperf all four sides” (see Figure 13). Examples of perforated stamps that lack a serial number are either
unsold remainders or printer’s waste. (see Figure 14).

FIGURE 13. 1956-57 BIG GAME STAMPS, COMPLETE SHEET.
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FIGURE 14. 1956-57 TYPE II BIG GAME STAMPS, REGULARLY ISSUED (LEFT) AND PRINTER’S WASTE (RIGHT).

The 1957-58 Big Game Stamps
The 1957-58 issue features a wild turkey in flight. It is one of Worth’s most popular stamp designs and and
epitomizes the enticing “small poster” artwork that his unique background made possible.
A fair number of collectors specialize in stamps that were required (or not) to hunt turkeys and this stamp is
one that is at the top of their list.
Janousek stated three trial color proofs were printed, in “brown, maroon and olive green”. Vanderford stated
the trial color proofs were “printed on white paper in miniature horizontal sheets of two (slightly different
designs) in the following colors: sepia, rich brown, maroon, olive green”.
Van was correct about the miniature sheets. They are all labeled “proof” and initialed by Worth on the reverse.
However, as the designs were slightly different and one (on the left) differs from the final stamp design – these
miniature sheets can more accurately be described as combination essays and trial color proofs.
As such, they are unique within the field of fish and game collecting – perhaps literally – as I am only aware of
the one set that was obtained by Gene Lebo from the Game and Fish Commission for Les.
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I believe Janousek was again correct about the colors. I have only seen these miniature sheets in three colors
and am of the opinion that the sepia and rich brown mini-sheets described by Van are one and the same
(see Figures 15a, b and c).

FIGURE 15A. 1957-58 BIG GAME COMBINATION ESSAY
AND TRIAL COLOR (DARK BROWN) PROOF. EX LEBO.

FIGURE 15B. 1957-58 BIG GAME COMBINATION ESSAY
AND TRIAL COLOR (MAROON OR BURGUNDY) PROOF. EX LEBO.
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FIGURE 15C. 1957-58 BIG GAME COMBINATION ESSAY
AND TRIAL COLOR (OLIVE GREEN) PROOF. EX LEBO.

The Carnahan Archive did contain two more surprises here and one of these may help to explain Van’s
confusion. Worth had a trial color proof in black ink on white paper and a proof in the same color as Type II of
the regularly issued stamp in his personal collection.
Van described the issued color as “rich brown” in both the SRN update and his Handbook. Both of the items in
Worth’s collection were labeled “proof” and initialed by him (see Figure 16).

FIGURE 16. 1957-58 BIG GAME TRIAL COLOR PROOF (LEFT)
AND PROOF (RIGHT), BOTH EX CARNAHAN ARCHIVE.
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As Worth almost certainly described the colors of these items to Van in their correspondence (Van’s collection
did not contain any Tennessee archival material), the fact that there existed what Worth, himself, referred to as
“proofs” in two different colors of brown – one in the miniature sheet and one as a single – may have caused
Van to “get his wires crossed” when it came time for the listings.
The regularly-issued stamps have also been recorded in two distinct shades of brown. I have identified these
as Type I and Type II based on their serial number range. It appears there were two printings and that when
the ink was mixed for the second – it was not exactly the same as that used on the first (see Figure 17).

FIGURE 17. 1957-58 BIG GAME TYPE I (LEFT) AND TYPE II (RIGHT).

As with the 1956-57 issue, unnumbered stamps have entered the collector market and these are either unsold
remainders or printer’s waste ( see Figure 18).

FIGURE 18. 1957-58 BIG GAME PRINTER’S WASTE.
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By this point, the Game and Fish Commission had ordered larger resident hunting and sport fishing licenses.
The larger licenses were able to accommodate three separate stamp boxes; one each for the Big Game and
Trout stamps, as well as one for the federal waterfowl stamp (see Figure 19).

FIGURE 19. 1957-58 TENNESSEE RESIDENT HUNTING AND SPORT FISHING LICENSE
WITH TENNESSEE BIG GAME AND TROUT STAMPS AFFIXED, AS WELL AS A
1957-58 FEDERAL WATERFOWL STAMP.
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The 1958-59 Big Game Stamps
The 1958-59 issue was the only one of Worth’s stamp designs to be printed in two different colors. Philatelists
refer to these stamps as “bi-color” and the (albeit costly) printing process contributes greatly to the eye appeal
of the finished product.
Many of the world’s most famous stamps, such as the 1918 U.S. “Inverted Jenny” airmail stamp that Worth
illustrated and discussed on one of his comic book stamp pages, are bi-color. For this reason, one can imagine
that Worth would be eager to make his own contribution to this special oeuvre.
His stamp features a black bear, which is commonly found throughout Tennessee’s Great Smokey Mountains.
In addition to the lettering proof shown in part three, as the stamp was bi-colored, it was necessary to proof it in
many (five) different color combinations before the right one was agreed upon (see Figures 20 and 21).

FIGURE 20. 1958-59 BIG GAME TRIAL COLOR PROOF, EX LEBO.

FIGURE 21. 1958-59 BIG GAME TRIAL COLOR PROOFS, EX LEBO.
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Another one of the surprises in the Carnahan Archive, was a set of blocks of four of the five different 1958-59
trial color proofs. They were the only proofs present in multiple form and serve to remind us of Worth’s
fondness for this issue, presumably one of his favorites (see Figure 22).

FIGURE 22. 1958-59 BIG GAME TRAIL COLOR PROOF BLOCK OF FOUR,
EX CARNAHAN ARCHIVE.

The final colors for the stamp were green and black. In combination with a deep red serial number, the stamp
is very pleasing to the eye and remains popular with collectors today (see Figure 23).

FIGURE 23. 1958-59 BIG GAME STAMP,
EX CURTIS.
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Big Game Stamps Discontinued
In his introduction to the Tennessee Big Game stamps, Vanderford stated they were “issued annually through
the 1958-59 season and superseded thereafter with tags. The card covers of the booklets of tags are imprinted
‘Big Game Stamp and Hunting Record’ and have stamp-like illustrations of various big game but no actual
stamps were issued after 1958-59”.
This statement is correct. What I find especially interesting about the booklet covers, is that Worth’s stamp-like
illustrations bear a marked similarity to his first published stamp illustration that appeared in The Lone Ranger
Magazine back in 1937 (see Figures 24 and 25).

FIGURE 24. 1959-60 BIG GAME STAMP AND HUNTING RECORD, COVER DESIGNED BY WORTH B. CARNAHAN.

FIGURE 25. WORTH’S ILLUSTRATIONS FOR THE LONE RANGER MAGAZINE
IN 1937 (LEFT) AND THE BIG GAME BOOKLET COVER IN 1959 (RIGHT).
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The Big Game booklets continued to be issued through the end of the 1960s. However, the last one believed to
be designed by Worth was for the 1962-63 season. The “stamp” image features a standing turkey looking
toward the right. The Carnahan family loaned me a proof strip of four to share (see Figure 26).

FIGURE 26. 1962-63 BIG GAME STAMP AND HUNTING RECORD COVER PROOF STRIP OF FOUR.
COURTESY OF THE CARNAHAN FAMILY.
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From Girlie Pulps to Trout Stamps – Part Five
We have now reached the apex of Worth B. Carnahan’s career as an artist and designer – the Tennessee
Trout stamps. Trout stamps are one of the most popular categories of fish and game stamps, second perhaps,
only to the venerable waterfowl stamps. Of all the trout stamps issued in the U.S., those designed by Worth
from 1957 to 1963 are among of the most admired.
As a series, they represent a high water mark for mid century fish and game stamp design. Worth’s stamps
look more like small posters, featuring clean, simple artwork that is seamlessly integrated with the lettering and
numerals.
The regularly issued stamps for 1959-60 and 1960-61 are considered to be classics by collectors of fish and
game stamps and vie for the title of Worth’s philatelic magnum opus.
For exhibitors and students of philately, what really sets the Tennessee Trout series apart from those of other
states is the archival material (essays and proofs) brought into the collector market by Gene Lebo and Worth,
himself.
As we saw in parts one and two, competition on the newsstands during The Depression and WWII was fierce
(see Figure 1). As a product of this competitive environment, Worth was trained to go the extra mile when
creating his magazine covers. This included taking extra time to proof his designs in a variety of different colors
and, when appropriate, color combinations.

FIGURE 1. A TYPICAL NEW YORK CITY NEWSSTAND, CIRCA 1938. CLICK TO ENLARGE.
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It is with the Tennessee Trout essays and proofs that Worth’s years of training in the studios of Adolphe
Barreaux becomes palpable to even the most novice of philatelists.
A strong work ethic and attention to detail, engendered by Barreaux and augmented further by Harry
Donenfeld, drove Worth to proof his trout stamp designs for the Game and Fish Commissioners in as many as
ten different colors or color combinations. As a result, Tennessee Trout archival material is unparalleled in the
fish and game hobby.

The 1955-57 Trout Stamps
As we saw in part four, the first Tennessee Trout stamp was issued on June 1, 1955 and was valid for the
1955-56 fiscal year. It was the only Tennessee Trout stamp out of the first seven or eight that was not designed
by Worth.
For the purposes of providing a comprehensive overview for the series and providing context for Worth’s
subsequent stamps, I have decided to include it in this discussion.
The stamp itself is a die-cut decal, mounted on a lightweight card stock which was then rouletted to facilitate
separation. Janousek stated that all of the Tennessee Trout stamps were issued in sheets of 25. This
presumably includes the decal but I cannot verify this.
Vanderford described two varieties, “red on cream on ivory card” (Type I) and “red on ivory on ivory card”
(Type II). While acknowledging the existence of decals that appear to be printed on different colors of paper,
I have switched the 1955-57 type designations for the following reason:
I believe all of the decals were originally printed on ivory paper and that subsequent exposure to heat,
humidity and pressure resulted in upward gum migration and a darkening of the decal. The uniformly darkened
decal is what Vanderford has described as “red on cream” (see Figures 2 and 3).

FIGURE 2. 1955-57 TYPE I TROUT STAMP, RED ON IVORY.
EX PRUESS.
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FIGURE 3. 1955-57 TYPE II TROUT STAMP, RED ON CREAM.
EX LEBO.

The Joyce collection included an unusual error on this stamp, with the decal bearing a second (not as distinct)
inverted impression of the red design. Note that while the majority of the decal is ivory, the right side is
beginning to slightly darken (see Figure 4).

FIGURE 4. 1955-57 TROUT STAMP, FAINT INVERTED IMPRESSION.
EX JOYCE.

As Janousek specifically stated the decal was valid “from July 1 to June 30th, 1956-1957” – and since the
stamp is not dated – I began to suspect the the stamp was, in fact, first issued on June 1, 1955 and used for
more than one fiscal year.
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With the benefit of a modified frame of reference, I re-examined my collection of usages and came up with
some interesting findings. First, the stamp was clearly used for the 1955-56 fiscal year, as I have many usages
to document this (see Figures 5, 6a and 6b).

FIGURE 5. 1955-57 TENNESSEE TROUT USED WITH 1955-56 BIG GAME
AND 1955-56 FEDERAL WATERFOWL STAMP ON THE REVERSE OF A
1955-56 TENNESSEE RESIDENT HUNTING AND SPORT FISHING LICENSE.

FIGURE 6A. 1955-56 TENNESSEE NON-RESIDENT SPORT FISHING LICENSE, OBVERSE.
EX HERMANN.
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FIGURE 6B. REVERSE OF THE 1955-56 NON-RESIDENT SPORT FISHING LICENSE ABOVE,
SHOWING THE DECAL AFFIXED OVER A PRINTED “TROUT STAMP” BOX, EX HERMANN.

Second, I found the stamp was also used during the 1956-57 fiscal year (see Figures 7a, 7b and 8).

FIGURE 7A. 1956-57 TENNESSEE HUNTING AND SPORT FISHING LICENSE, OBVERSE.
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FIGURE 7B. REVERSE OF THE 1956-57 HUNTING AND SPORT FISHING LICENSE SHOWN ABOVE,
WITH 1956-57 BIG GAME AND 1955-57 TROUT AFFIXED OVER THEIR RESPECTIVE STAMP BOXES.

FIGURE 8. REVERSE OF A TENNESSEE NON RESIDENT 3-DAY SPORT FISHING ONLY LICENSE,
DATED JULY 7, 1956. A 1955-57 TROUT STAMP IS AFFIXED OVER THE PRINTED “TROUT STAMP” BOX.
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The 1957-58 Trout Stamps
The 1957-58 issue features a trout swimming toward the right. When the time arrived for Worth to design his
first trout stamp, he submitted an essay to the Game and Fish Commissioners. The difference between an
essay and a proof is that an essay contains a design element not present in the actual stamp (the finished
product).
The essay included the “1957” year date at the left. Prior to the discovery of the Carnahan Archive, one
example had been recorded. It was obtained for Les Lebo from the Commissioners by his son, Gene, and
the margins were cut close to the image like a traditional small die proof (see Figure 9).

FIGURE 9. 1957-58 TROUT ESSAY, EX LEBO.

In the Carnahan Archive, Worth had a similar essay. However, it was not cut down and more resembles an
unmounted large die proof (see Figure 10).

FIGURE 10. 1957-58 TROUT ESSAY, EX CARNAHAN ARCHIVE.
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The Game and Fish Commissioners rejected Worth’s initial design, instructing him to remove the 1957 year
date. As the first Tennessee Trout stamp was used for two years, it seems likely that some members of the
Commission considered also using Worth’s stamp for more than one year.
The next step was to redesign the left side and create proofs. The difference between trial color proofs and
regular proofs is that trial color proofs differ in color from the actual stamp, as issued.
Janousek reported three proofs in “deep blue, blue green and deep brown”. Vanderford stated “Imperforate trial
color proofs on white paper of the accepted design exist in brown, blue and green”.
In this case, Janousek is more correct than Van. Worth submitted proofs of his accepted design to the
Commissioners in three different colors. Janousek has described the colors as I would. All were labeled “Proof”
and initialed WBC on the reverse. The deep brown color was subsequently approved by the Commission.
Since the deep brown color was approved and used for the regularly issued stamps, the deep blue and blue
green may be said to be trial color proofs and the deep brown, simply a proof (see Figures 11 and 12).

FIGURE 11. 1957-58 TROUT TRIAL COLOR PROOFS,
EX LEBO.

FIGURE 12. 1957-58 TROUT PROOF, EX LEBO (LEFT) AND THE STAMP AS ISSUED (RIGHT).

The 1957-58 Trout stamps were perforated 11 3/4 and issued in sheets of 25 (5 x 5). Vanderford stated “A few
sheets were issued [imperforate] on all four sides. The balance had perforated selvage on all four sides…”
The stamps issued to hunters were serial numbered in dull red ink.
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In part three, I explained that the Carnahan Archive contained large quantities of two trout stamps, from
1957-58 and 1962-63. I have given this considerable thought and have come up with a possible explanation.
Vanderford stated that “With the exception of the decal… the designer of all [Tennessee Trout] stamps through
1963-64 was Worth B. Carnahan”.
Perhaps the 1962-63 Trout stamp was the last one Worth actually designed. If so, might Worth have put aside
quantities of his first and last stamps for posterity – including future generations of his own family – to enjoy?
More on this later.
Stamps without serial numbers are either unsold remainders or printer’s waste. For the 1957-58 Trout stamp,
the Carnahan Archive included one set of (three) proofs, quantities of printer’s waste for the brown proof,
quantities of the stamp as issued and quantities of printer’s waste for the stamp as issued.
To my knowledge, printer’s waste for a proof is unprecedented in fish and game stamps. They are imperforate,
without serial numbers and the colors range in shades from close to the normal deep brown to a much lighter
color. Often, there is ink smearing or some other printing defect present. None of these are labeled “Proof” or
initialed by Worth (see Figure 13).

FIGURE 13. 1957-58 TROUT PROOF PRINTER’S WASTE FROM THE CARNAHAN ARCHIVE.
IMAGE COURTESY OF CYNTHIA CARNAHAN.

In the case of printers waste for the stamp as issued, the most common form is perforated on all four sides and
lacking serial numbers. However, there are some pieces that were clearly mis-perforated and likely rescued
from the trash.
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At least one such sheet was imperforate vertically and instead contained extra rows of horizontal perforations.
The Barry Porter and David Curtis collections contained examples of this form of printer’s waste (see Figures
14 and 15). As you can see – not all printer’s waste is created equally, for these examples are pretty cool!

FIGURE 14. ENLARGED1957-58 TROUT PRINTER’S WASTE,
EX PORTER.

FIGURE 15. 1957-58 TROUT PRINTER’S WASTE,
EX CURTIS.

The 1958-59 Trout Stamps
The 1958-59 issue features a trout leaping to the left. It was also the first Tennessee Trout stamp to have the
period of validity included in the design. By this point the Game and Fish Commission must have committed to
printing new stamps for each fiscal year.
Janousek stated “Proofs exist in horiz. imperf. green; and imperf. in green, green on blue, and brown and
green on yellow”. Vanderford stated “Imperforate trial color proofs exist in blue-green as well as brown on
white, yellow, blue and green papers.
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Neither Janousek nor Van was close this time. Eight proofs in different color combinations were submitted
by Worth to the Commission. Four were printed in brown ink; on green, yellow, blue and white paper and four
were printed in blue-green ink, on the same four colors of paper. Gene Lebo obtained the complete set from
the Commission for Les (see Figures 16 and 17).

FIGURE 16. 1958-59 TROUT TRIAL COLOR PROOFS IN BROWN INK, EX LEBO.

FIGURE 17. 1958-59 TROUT TRIAL COLOR PROOFS IN GREEN INK, EX LEBO.
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As the color combination of green ink on white paper was approved for the issued stamps, it is a proof.
The other seven are trial color proofs. Gene also obtained two unusual numbering proof pairs. It seems the
Commission was trying to decide whether or not to have a prefix before the serial numbers (see Figure 18).

FIGURE 18. 1958-59 TROUT NUMBERING PROOF PAIRS, WITH PREFIX (LEFT) AND WITHOUT (RIGHT).
EX LEBO.

There are two types of 1958-59 stamps. Type I stamps were perforated 11 3/4 on all four sides and issued in
sheets of 25 (5 x 5) with a perforated selvage on all four sides of the sheet. Serial numbers were printed in red
ink, without the prefix (see Figure 19).

FIGURE 19. 1958-59 TYPE I TROUT STAMP,
EX JOYCE.
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Vanderford’s update did correct Janousek in one important regard; the “proof” he described as being “horiz.
imperf. green” is actually a regularly issued stamp.
According to Vanderford, Type II stamps are “[The] same as Type I except issued in horizontal strips of 5
imperf at top and bottom. Perforated 11 3/4 vertically between stamps and at the right and left selvage”
(see Figure 20).
As you may recall from part three, Van further explained “These stamps were cut in strips from a limited
number of 25 stamp sheets which had been perforated vertically only and was an experiment to placate
license agents who criticized the full sheets as being too large and cumbersome.”

FIGURE 20. 1958-59 TYPE II TROUT STAMP,
EX VANDERFORD.

For the 1958-59 Type II stamp, Lebo also had a vertical error pair, uncut between (see Figure 21).

FIGURE 21. 1958-59 TYPE II TROUT STAMP ERROR PAIR,
EX LEBO.
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The 1959-60 Trout Stamps
The 1959-60 issue was the first of two vertical Tennessee Trout stamp designs created by Worth. The vertical
format – especially on oversized stamps – greatly enhances the small poster effect.
It features a trout leaping out of the water to the left. The composition is very pleasing; the lettering perfectly
compliments the central trout motif, the upper herringbone element tricks your eyes into seeing movement and
is well balanced by the serial number tablet at the bottom.
From the beginning, Worth knew he wanted this stamp to be printed in green ink. He submitted proofs to the
Commission in four different shades. Vanderford stated “Imperforate trial color proofs on white paper exist as
follows: olive, emerald, yellow-green and blue green” (see Figure 22).

FIGURE 22. 1959-60 TROUT TRIAL COLOR PROOFS,
EX LEBO.

As the olive-green shade was approved by the Commission for the regularly issued stamp, it is a proof. The
other three shades of green are trial color proofs.
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The stamp is perforated 12 1/2 and was printed in sheets of 25 (5 x 5). Thanks to the Carnahan family, I am
privileged to be able to show you the original printing plate (see Figure 23).

FIGURE 23. THE ORIGINAL PRINTING PLATE FOR THE 1959-60 TROUT STAMPS.
IMAGE COURTESY OF THE CARNAHAN FAMILY.
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The stamp, as issued, includes a red serial number inside the tablet at the bottom (see Figure 24). One sheet
was printed with the serial numbers inverted, in error. I have examined three such error stamps; from the
collections of Les Lebo, Barry Porter and David Curtis (see Figure 25).

FIGURE 24. ENLARGED 1959-60 TROUT STAMP,
EX CURTIS.

FIGURE 25. 1959-60 TROUT STAMP ERROR,
EX PORTER.
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By this point in time, Tennessee Trout stamps used on resident licenses are not particularly noteworthy.
I do have one uncommon usage, on the reverse of a Non-Resident 3-Day Sport Fishing Only License, to share
(see Figure 26).

FIGURE 26. 1959-60 TROUT STAMP AFFIXED TO THE REVERSE OF A
NON-RESIDENT 3-DAY SPORT FISHING ONLY LICENSE.
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From Girlie Pulps to Trout Stamps – Part Six
In the conclusion to this series, we will finish looking at the trout stamps Worth designed for the Tennessee
Game and Fish Commission. We will see one of his gems, then take a close look at the 1962-63 design and
end with a revealing discussion regarding the 1963-64 issue. In the Handbook of Fish and Game Stamps,
E.L. Vanderford stated this was Worth’s last stamp – but was it, really?
A long-standing mystery is solved along the way and a few new surprises are in store; so join us for the final
chapter in the saga of Worth B. Carnahan, the artist, illustrator and publisher who went from girlie pulps to
trout stamps.

The 1960-61 Trout stamps
The 1960-61 issue is a favorite among fish and game collectors. It features a trout leaping toward the right.
Worth’s engaging design includes a background consisting of a river scene within a series of concentric circles.
The juxtaposition of the trout over the background creates a powerful image that draws the viewer’s eye. The
effect is further enhanced by the stamp’s bold red color.
In a normal production schedule, essays precede proofs of the accepted design. The archival material in the
collection of Les Lebo included an essay for this stamp in deep blue. What makes the piece so stunning –
aside from the color – is the fact that the design is a mirror image of the stamp, literally (see Figure 1).

FIGURE 1. 1960-61 TROUT MIRROR ESSAY,
EX LEBO.
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In the case of proofs for the 1960-61 issue, Vanderford stated “[The] first design submitted was proofed as red
on white paper and red on buff paper but was rejected as having too small a serial number panel…” Les had
these two items in his collection and he likely provided their descriptions to Van (see Figures 2 and 3).

FIGURE 2. 1960-61 TROUT ESSAY, EX LEBO.

FIGURE 3. 1960-61 TROUT ESSAY, EX LEBO.

As the serial number panel on the “proofs” described by Vanderford is smaller than on the accepted design,
they are not actually proofs – they are essays. Van went on to state, “Proofs of [the] stamp as accepted are
imperf and red on white paper”. Les did not have an example of the accepted proof and I never knew what it
looked like, until the recent discovery of the Carnahan Archive.
For this reason, there has always been some confusion about the 1960-61 Trout archival material. Worth’s
personal collection included a second example of the mirror essay. Fortunately, it also contained “the missing
link” that allows for everything to make sense.
It now appears Worth knew he wanted the stamp printed in red ink. He submitted the proofs shown in Figures
2 and 3 to the Game and Fish Commissioners. They then chose white paper over buff.
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Prior to printing the stamps, it was determined the number panel was too small. Worth submitted a third proof
with an enlarged panel in red on white (see Figure 4). It was accepted for the actual stamp design and this,
in effect, caused the first two proofs to become essays.

FIGURE 4. 1960-6- TROUT PROOF,
EX CARNAHAN ARCHIVE.

Then, after the final proof was accepted, someone – likely one of the Commissioners – decided they wanted to
see what the stamp would look like if the orientation was changed so the trout was jumping toward the left.
Hence the mirror essay (see Figure 5).

FIGURE 5, 1960-61 TROUT PROOF, EX CARNAHAN ARCHIVE (LEFT) AND MIRROR ESSAY, EX LEBO (RIGHT).

It is unconventional, to say the least, for an essay to be created at this stage in the process. This occurrence
may be unique to the Tennessee Trout series and I find it to be fascinating.
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The stamp, as issued, was perforated 12 1/2 and includes a black serial number in the enlarged panel
(see Figure 6). Vanderford stated “[The stamps] were from sheets of 25 (5 x 5) with perforated selvage on
all four sides.

FIGURE 6. ENLARGED 1960-61 TROUT STAMP, EX CURTIS.

The 1961-62 Trout Stamps
The 1961-62 issue features a trout leaping to the left (whoever requested the mirror essay the previous year
got his wish). At this point, Worth was at the top of his creative game as a stamp designer and decided to try
something avant-garde.
According to Vanderford, he submitted proofs to the Commissioners in gold and silver ink. I have never seen a
gold proof but as we will soon see, it must have existed at one time. Les had a silver trial color proof and
another in what looks to me like bronze ink (see Figure 7). The Carnahan Archive also contained two proofs.
However, they were both silver.

FIGURE 7. 1961-62 TROUT TRIAL COLOR PROOFS, EX LEBO.
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The 1961-62 stamp, as issued, was printed in gold ink with black serial numbers. The stamps were
perforated 12 1/2 and issued in sheets of 25 (5 x 5) with a perforated selvage on all four sides (see Figure 8).
The gold ink varied throughout the print run, resulting in color shades that are quite distinct (see Figure 9).

FIGURE 8. 1961-62 TROUT STAMPS, COMPLETE SHEET.
NOTE THE SERIAL NUMBERING ERROR IN POSITION NINE.

FIGURE 9. THE 1961-62 TROUT STAMP CAN BE FOUND IN VARIOUS SHADES OF GOLD.
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The 1962-63 Trout Stamps
As we shall soon see, the 1962-63 issue, ostensibly Worth B. Carnahan’s penultimate Tennessee stamp
design, takes on added significance within this series of posts. It is Worth’s second and final vertical Trout
stamp design. Therefore, to a large extent, the stamp succeeds in charming collectors based on it’s
small poster merits alone.
Clearly, Worth was making a big effort to capture lightning in a bottle for the third time in four years. As a result,
his achievement is paradoxical. While the finished product stands as one of the hobby’s most admired stamps,
a closer evaluation reveals the 1962-63 design to be somewhat more equivocal – even hackneyed – as it
combines the key elements from his two previous classics.
The central trout image is virtually identical to the one on the 1959-60 issue (right down to the falling droplets of
water) and the circular background – while favored by Worth going back to his earliest pulp days – seems
relatively impotent, as issued, when compared to the enticing concentric circles on the 1961-62 issue.
What is meritorious about Worth’s 1962-63 effort is that he created and submitted proofs to the Game and Fish
Commission in no less than ten different colors – the most for any fish and game stamp on record. He was
definitely pulling out all the stops. More on this later.
Despite creating one of these proofs in black ink (see Figure 10), it seems fairly obvious that Worth desired for
this stamp to be printed in blue; nine of the ten proofs are various shades of this color (see Figures 11 and 12).
For my money, black on white would have made the circular background more effective, resulting in another
classic image.

FIGURE 10. ENLARGED 1962-63 TROUT TRIAL COLOR PROOF,
EX LEBO.
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FIGURE 11. 1962-63 TROUT TRIAL COLOR PROOFS,
EX LEBO.

As the darkest shade of blue was approved by the Commission for the regularly issued stamp, it is a proof.
The other eight shades of blue, along with the black, are trial color proofs. For images of all the different
1962-63 trial color proofs, see the Lebo Tennessee Trout Essays and Proofs Gallery.
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The stamp is perforated 12 1/2 and, according to Vanderford, was printed from sheets of 25 (5 x 5) with a
perforated selvage on all four sides. The stamps, as issued, had a red serial number inside the tablet at the
bottom. Again, very similar to the 1959-60 issue (see Figure 12).

FIGURE 12. 1962-63 TROUT PROOF, EX LEBO (LEFT) AND THE STAMP AS ISSUED (RIGHT).

Stamps without serial numbers are unsold remainders or printer’s waste. In addition, the cigar box of 1962-63
Trout stamps from the Carnahan Archive included printer’s waste with serial numbers. All of these stamps have
two digit serial numbers and there are many with duplicate serial numbers. One of the coolest things to come
out of the Carnahan Archive was eight pairs of these stamps, each one imperforate between (see Figure 13).

FIGURE 13. 1962-63 TROUT PRINTER’S WASTE, IMPERFORATE BETWEEN PAIR,
EX CARNAHAN ARCHIVE.
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Once again, I have an example used on the reverse of a Non-Resident 3-Day Sport Fishing Only License to
share (see Figure 14).

FIGURE 14. 1962-63 TROUT STAMP AFFIXED TO THE REVERSE OF A
NON-RESIDENT 3-DAY SPORT FISHING ONLY LICENSE.
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The 1963-64 Trout Stamps
As you may recall from part three, in his preface to his Tennessee Trout Stamp listings in the SRN and the
Handbook of Fish and Game Stamp Stamps, Vanderford stated “With the exception of the 1956-57 issue
[which we now know to be the 1955-57 isssue]… the designer of all [trout] stamps through 1963-64 was
Worth B. Carnahan”.
The 1963-64 issue features a trout leaping toward the right for a fly at the end of a fishing line (something
Worth had never done before). The stamp, as issued, was printed in green ink on white paper with a red serial
number (see Figure 15).

FIGURE 15. 1963-64 TROUT STAMP.

I am not convinced Worth designed the 1963-64 issue. With all the research I have done for this series of
posts – I have been unable to find any evidence to directly refute Vanderford’s statement. However, I cannot
find anything to verify this is actually the work of Worth B. Carnahan, either.
While the trout motif bears a resemblance to his work – the design is hardly innovative and it does not
otherwise measure up to Worths’ previous stamps. Further, we know that Worth was nothing, if not committed
to the proofing process – part of the work ethic and attention to detail developed while working for Adolphe
Barreaux and Harry Donenfeld.
Consider the following: 1) Les Lebo had no archival material for the 1963-64 issue in his collection, despite the
fact that Gene was working for the Commission well after this time, in 1965 and 1966 and 2) When the
Carnahan Archive was discovered last summer, not only was there no archival material for the 1963-64 issue –
there wasn’t even a single copy of the regularly issued stamp.
If my hunch is correct, the 1962-63 issue was the last Tennessee stamp designed by Worth B. Carnahan.
This would explain why Worth tried so hard to make the 1962-63 stamp memorable. It would also explain why
he kept a cigar box full of them – they would be treasured mementos of his swan song as a stamp designer.
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Post-Carnahan Trout Stamps
Regardless of whether or not he actually designed the 1963-64 stamp, the Tennessee Trout series did not end
with Worth B. Carnahan. Tennessee continued to print and issue trout stamps through 1968-69. All of the
issues after 1963-64 shared the same design, featuring a fisherman standing on a river bank with a rod
extended before him (see Figure 16).

FIGURE 16. 1964-65 TROUT STAMP,
EX CURTIS.

The expiration date and colors changed from year to year, from red (1964-65) to black (1965-66), blue
(1966-67), green (1967-68) and red again (1968-69). Click here to see images of all the Tennessee Trout
stamps.
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These stamps were issued in sheets of 25 (5 x 5), with straight edges on all four sides of the sheet, through
1966-67 (see Figure 17).

FIGURE 17. 1965-66 TROUT, COMPLETE SHEET. NOTE THE STRAIGHT EDGES ON ALL FOUR SIDES.
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Starting with the 1967-68 issue, the stamps were issued in horizontal booklet panes of five (5 x 1) with a tab at
the left. According to Les Lebo’s exhibit, five panes were stapled together to form a booklet (see Figure 18).

FIGURE 18. LES LEBO’S 1967-68 TO 1968-69 TENNESSEE TROUT EXHIBIT PAGE.

The Tennessee Trout stamp series came to an end following the 1968-69 season. Although relatively shortlived (13 issues), the set was a favorite among the pioneer fish and game collectors and remains extremely
popular today.
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Summary
Worth B. Carnahan was an avid stamp collector as a youth. As Worth grew up in Washington, D.C., he was
able to frequent The Bureau of Engraving and Printing. While observing the Bureau’s talented artisans, the
stamp design process captured his imagination.
A natural and gifted artist, Worth longed to design stamps himself, but instead chose a more practical career in
commercial illustration. During the Roaring Twenties, the first girlie pulps became tremendously popular on the
newsstands and it was not long before Worth became heavily involved.
Worth moved to New York City and came to work in the studios of Adolphe Barreaux, an entrepreneur who
supplied artwork for the various pulps produced by Harry Donenfeld. During the Great Depression, Worth and
Barreaux’s other artists were kept busy creating alluring covers and interior illustrations for Donenfeld’s
burgeoning pulp media empire.
When presented with the opportunity, Worth created his stamp pages for non-girlie pulps, such as The Lone
Ranger Magazine. This allowed him to partially fulfill a childhood dream by designing stamp illustrations.
The pulps also provided him with an outlet with which to inform young people about stamp collecting.
When Donenfeld segued into comic books, he incorporated Barreaux’s studio into what would soon become
D.C. Comics. Worth subsequently became involved in all facets of comic book production, including editing
and publishing. In comics, Worth found the perfect vehicle to continue to expand upon his stamp pages.
Toward the end of WWII, Worth and his family moved to Nashville, the childhood home of his wife, Elizabeth.
In Nashville, Worth finally found his calling as an actual stamp designer for the Tennessee Game and Fish
Commission.
During the middle part of the 20th Century, Worth B. Carnahan drew upon his unique background to create
some of the greatest stamp designs in fish and game history. In so doing, he left a lasting mark on the hobby
he loved.

I would like to thank Eric Jackson for providing me with the initial inspiration for this series of posts. Throughout
the process Eric helped by answering many questions and proved to be more than a capable proofreader;
Ricky and Gene Lebo for providing details about Gene’s involvement in obtaining archival material from the
Tennessee Game and Fish Commission for his dad (and my old friend), Les; Mary and especially Cynthia
Carnahan, for working with me to make this series of posts as good as it could be. Thank you, Cindi, for taking
such a deep interest in your dad’s life and work; my talented son Eric for his technical support, including the
many beautiful composites and my wife, Kay, for her never-ending patience.
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